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ABSTRACT
A lot of work has been done in deriving the pronunciation dictionary automatically from training data. These
attempts focussed mainly on maximum likelihood or similar techniques. Due to the complexity and variability of the
pronunciation process it is dicult to nd an adequate pronunciation model. The model will deviate from the truth.
Hence, the application of maximum likelihood techniques
is likely to be suboptimal.
For this reason we present an approach, where the
pronunciation model is learned discriminatively from
data. The corresponding theory utilizes (1) probabilistic weighting of pronunciation variants of words and
(2) discriminative model combination (DMC) based on
Viterbi-approximations. We will show that the derived
theory adjusts the weighting of pronunciation variants
with respect to the word error rate, to the frequency of occurence of the speci c pronunciation in the training data,
and to the likelihood of the acoustic observation sequence
given the pronunciation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years recognition of conversational or spontaneous speech attracted increasing interest in the comunity.
Due to the highly variable and less articulated utterances
occuring in casual speech the ability of the pronunciation
dictionary to cope with a wide range of pronunciation variation is of particular importance (see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],
among others). Consequently many publications are concerned with the generation of pronunciation variants (e.g.
[7, 8, 9]). It is however widely acknowledged that simply
adding multiple pronunciations to the dictionary increases
confusability between words. In many systems the integration of pronunciation variants is therefore accompanied
with an appropriate incorporation of pronunciation prior
probabilities into the decoding procedure [2, 3, 10]. Popular, due to its straightforward implementation, is the application of scaled, normalized unigram priors in combination with a maximum approximation over the pronunciation sequences. However although a sophisticated estimation procedure for determination of pronunciation priors
is of substantial importance for an extended pronunciation
modeling only few viable approaches exist. A straightforward method, apart from assuming equal distributions, is
to estimate the priors by counting pronunciation frequencies observed on aligned training data. Other approaches

employ decision trees or neural networks to predict surface
pronunciations together with their likelihoods from canonical forms [9, 11]. This contribution aims at supplementing
former approaches by an extended pronunciation prior estimation technique that employs discriminative training
methods. A related method is presented in [12], where the
pronunciation network is constructed and trained with respect to the sentence error using the MCE approach. Our
approach is based on an extension of the discriminative
model combination (DMC) ([13], [14]) by tting the unigram priors of pronunciation alternatives into the DMCframework. Here the training objective is directly related
to the word error rate on training data. In the following
sections, we discuss the integration of multiple pronunciations in the decoding procedure and give a short overview
of DMC. In section 4, we develop the new theory.

2. INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE
PRONUNCIATIONS IN A
DECODER
In the sequel w will be associated with a unique linguistic
word entity. The wordlist  = w1 ; w2 ; :::; wD of our dictionary has D entries, each , wl , having a certain number Vl
of individual pronunciations vl1 ; vl2 ; :::; vlVl . The unigram
probability distribution of wl which is given by p(vlj jwl )
is subjected to the normalization constraint
Vl
X
p(vlj jwl ) = 1; Vl  1; 8wl
j =1

In our approach multiple pronunciations of the same linguistic word are tied with respect to the m-gram language
models, i.e.
p(vlj j H ) = p(wl jH ); j = 1; :::; Vl ; 8wl ;
with H = fw1 ; w2 ; :::; wm;1 g being the m-gram word history preceding wl . Now let w1N = w1 ; w2 ; :::; wN be a hypothesized word sequence and v1N = v1 ; v2 ; :::; vN be one
possible sequence of pronunciations related to w1N . By
T
x1 = x1 ; x2 ; :::; xT we will denote the input feature vectors and by sT1 = s1 ; s2 ; :::; sT a state sequence trajectory
through the concatenated pronunciation HMMs. According to the decision rule the decoded word sequence w^1N is
de ned as
N T
w
^1N = arg max
p(w1 jx1 )
(1)
w1N
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Explicite integration of alternate pronunciation sequences
is obtained by

X

N N T
^N = arg max
p(w1 ; v1 jx1 )
w1N N
v1 (w1N )
X
X
N N T T
= arg max
p(w1 ; v1 ; s1 jx1 )
N
w1 N
v1 (w1N ) sT1  (v1N )
(2)
where (w1N ) denotes the set of v1N linguistically equivalent to w1N and (v1N ) denotes the set of trajectories sT1
through the compound HMM of v1N . Factorizing (2) into
products of individual word contributions and restricting
the pronunciation priors to unigram probabilities:
w1

Y
( N j N ) = p(vi jwi )
N

p v1 w1

i=1

(3)

leads to the following optimization problem:
w
^1N =
8

The value Z (x) is a normalization constant. As opposed
to the maximum entropy approach, which leads to a distribution of the same functional form, the coecients 
are optimized with respect to the word error rate of the
discriminant function (6):
log pp((kk0jjxx)) =


M
X
j =1

j

log ppj((kk0jjxx))

(6)

j

DMC will optimize the so called language weight (or
language model factor), if only one acoustic and one
language model are combined. Now, since the weight j
of the model j within the combination depends on its
ability to provide information for correct classi cation,
DMC allows for the optimal integration of any set of
models into one decoder. In this contribution we will
represent the pronunciation weights (3) in a log-linear
functional form such that the DMC framework may be
applied.

9 3.2. Minimum Word Error Training
#
N
< N X "Y
=
T N
arg max
p(w1 ) 
p(vi jwi )  p(x1 jv1 ) : We are given a set of sentences n = 1; : : : ; H for DMC
; training . For every training sentence we observe xn (spow1N :
vN (wN ) i=1

ken utterance) and we know the correct class assignment
kn (spoken word sequence). We can de ne the set of rival
(4) classes
k 6= kn using a preliminary decoding (if appropriN
ate),
and
the number of word errors of the rival class k
Usually the sum over all v1 is approximated by the most
can
be
computed
with the help of the Levenstein distance
likely pronunciation sequence. However approximating the
sum time-synchronously has been shown to give small but ;(kn ; k). The model combination should then minimize
the word error count E ()
signi cant improvement [15].
1

1

3. DISCRIMINATIVE MODEL
COMBINATION
3.1. Log-linear Model Combinations
Applying a multi-pass decoding strategy is typically the
way to incorporate multiple model sets into the decoder
of state-of-the-art speech recognition systems which use
multiple acoustic and language model sets. A simpler and
still optimal alternative to sophisticated multiple pass decoding strategies was used successfully by Philips in the
1998 Hub4 evaluation: Discriminative model combination
(DMC) [6]. DMC integrates all available models into one
decoding pass. Thus we acquire a decoder containing information combined directly from all model sets.
For the sake of simplicity we now introduce k as abbreviation for w1N and x for xT1 . Assuming we are given M
di erent models of any kind, numbered j = 1; : : : ; M .
From model j we can compute the posterior probability
0
0
pj (k jx); pj (k jx) of hypothesized classes k; k given an observation x. The models are now log-linearly combined
into a distribution of the exponential family:
P  log p (kjx)
; log Z (x)+ M
j=1 j j
p (k jx) = e
(5)

The coecients  = (1 ; :::; M )T can be interpreted as
weights of the models j within the model combination (5).

E

() =

H 
X
n=1

;

kn ;



arg max
log pp((kkjjxxn ))
k



 n n

(7)
on representative training data to assure optimality on an
independent test set. As this optimization criterion is not
di erentiable, we approximate it by a smoothed word error
count:
ES

() =

H X
X

n=1 k6=kn

;(k; kn )S (k; n; );

(8)

where S (k; n; ) is a smoothed indicator function. If the
classi er (6) selects hypothesis k, S (k; n; ) should be close
to one, and if the classi er rejects hypothesis k, it should
be close to zero. A possible indicator function with these
properties is

p ( k j xn )

P p ( k 0 jx )  ;
(9)
S (k; n; ) =
n
k 
0

where  is a suitable constant. An iterative gradient descent scheme is obtained from the optimization of ES ()
with respect to :
(0)

j

= 0

(Uniform Distribution)
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(I +1)

j

 (I )

=

=

(I ) ;

j

PH"  L

H X
X

(

S k; n;

n=1 n n=1 k6=kn
;~ (k; n; (I ) )  log ppjj((kknjxjxnn))
((1I ) ; : : : ; (MI ) )T
j

(I ) ) 

X

k 6=kn

(0

S k ; n;

(10)

);(k0 ; kn ):

with Ln being the number of words in sentence n.

4. DISCRIMINATIVE WEIGHTING
OF PRONUNCIATION
VARIANTS
The outline of this section is as follows: Starting out
from a log-linear combination of acoustic and language
model as described in the preceding section we will introduce multiple pronunciation sequences into the model
combination (5). De ning an appropriate modeling of
pronunciation weights leads us to a DMC-model de nition
pj that associates each DMC-weight j to the weight of
a distinct pronunciation. By discriminatively optimizing
the DMC-weights we therefore optimize the pronunciation
variant weights.
We now introduce multiple pronunciation sequences into
the model combination equation by using the following
correspondence derived in section 2
1

1

X

"N
Y

v1N (w1N ) i=1

#

( j )  p(xT1 jv1N ): (11)

p vi wi

~N = arg NmaxN
v1 (w1 )

v1

i=1

#

( j )  p(xT1 jv1N )

p vi wi

(12)

we obtain

N
Y
log p(xT1 jw1N ) max
= log p(~vi jwi ) + log p(xT1 jv~1N )
i=1

(13)

The next step is to substitute the sentence based notation
of the rst term by a dictionary based one. Let hlj (~v1N ) be
the frequency of occurrence of variant vlj in v~1N (the value
vlj was de ned in section 2). Then we obtain
log p(xT1 jw1N ) max
=
V
D
l
YY
h (~vN )
T ~N ) (14)
p(vlj jwl ) lj 1 + log p(x1 jv
log
1
l=1 j =1

0

(15)

Vl
D X
X
l=1 j =1

(~N ) + log p(xT1 jv~1N ) (16)

lj hlj v1

For the model combination equation (5) we obtain
( Nj T ) = P

p w1 x1

h w1N ; v1N ; xT
1;

(

~

0N 0N
w N1 h(w 1 ; v~ 1
0

0

0

0

)

; xT
1;

(17)

)

with
log h(w1N ; v~1N ; xT1 ; ) =

log p(w1N ) + 2 log p(xT1 jv~1N )
Vl
D X
X
N
+
lj hlj (~
v1 )
(18)
1

l=1 j =1

Thus we arrive at a log-linear combination of the language
model p(w1N ), the acoustic model p(xT1 jv~1N ) and the
PD P
Vl
N
l=1 j =1 pronunciation frequency models hlj (~v1 ).

Minimization Of The Smoothed Word Error Rate

Application of the gradient descent scheme (10) to the
model combination (17), (18) leads to following iteration
scheme:
(I +1)

lj

=

(I ) ;

lj

H X
X

PH 

 

n=1 Ln

(

S k; n;

(I ) ) 

n=1 k6=kn
lj (~v (k)) ; hlj (~v(kn )));

;~ (k; n; (I ) )  (h

Applying the maximum approximation and denoting by
v
~1N = v~1 ; v~2 ; :::; v~N the most likely pronunciation sequence

"N
Y

lj

Adjusting p(vlj jwl ) is now done only by modifying lj
which initial value could be given by the maximum likelihood estimate obtained by frequency counting of the respective pronunciation variant. Inserting this into (14),
after reformulation, we obtain
log p(xT1 jw1N ) max
=

0

T N
p(x jw ) =

( j ) = elj ;

p vlj wl

= 1; : : : ; M

;~ (k; n; ) = ;(k; kn ) ;

As p(vlj jwl ) has a scalar value we can rewrite it as

(19)

where v~(k) denotes the optimal pronunciation variant sequence, which corresponds to the word sequence k given
the acoustic utterance xT1 .
Note that the adjustment of pronunciation weights is especially in uenced by

 the error term ;~ (k; n; )
 the frequency of occurence of the pronunciation vlj in
the true word sequence kn and the rival k: (hlj (~v(k));
(~( ))) and
 the underlying acoustic models via the smoothing
function S ()
hlj v kn
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From equation (19) we see that for good hypothesis
(;~ (k; n; ) < 0) we should

 increase p(vlj jwl ), if hlj (~v(k)) > hlj (~v(kn )) and
 decrease p(vlj jwl ), if hlj (~v(k)) < hlj (~v(kn )).
This means we should increase the weight of variants which
are particularly frequent in successful hypotheses while reducing the weight of particularly rare variants. With a
similar argumentation it can be shown that it is the other
way around for unsuccessful hypotheses. Note the di erence to the maximum likelihood solution where the relative
frequency of occurrence of a speci c variant in the correct
hypotheses determines its pronunciation unigram prior.

5. BUILDING THE
PRONUNCIATION
DICTIONARY
Let us assume that we are given a (large) set of pronunciation variants for each word in the vocabulary. The
described method can then be used in an iterative manner
by (1) optimizing the pronunciation weights and (2)
removing entries with a weight below a given threshold.
By this, a discriminative adaptation of a large background
dictionary to new tasks, dialects or speakers could be
possible. By introducing di erent HMM topologies for
each pronunciation the method could moreover be used
to realize a restricted discriminative HMM topology
optimization.

6. SUMMARY
We presented a new approach, where the pronunciation
model is optimized with respect to the word error rate using the DMC framework. The obtained solution utilizes
the word error rate, the frequency of occurence of a pronunciation and the likelihood of the acoustic observation
sequence to compute the pronunciation priors of the lexical
model.
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